powers to regulate virtually every consumer credit product in America under the vague charge to prevent "unfair, deceptive, and abusive" terms and practices. At the same time, this vast power is vested in an agency with an unprecedented lack of democratic accountability. Under the statute, the president can nominate the director, but once confirmed the director can be removed only "for cause."
2 Furthermore, the CFPB is outside Congress's appropriations power, and is authorized to spend hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars every year with no accountability to the American people.
Given this extreme lack of democratic accountability, the CFPB has done what all bureaucracies tend to do: it has constantly expanded its power, promoted its own bureaucratic interests at the expense of the public, and trampled under foot other public policies, such as consumer choice and financial innovation.
The impact on American families and the economy from the actions of this unaccountable super-regulator has been disastrous:
• By imposing a regulatory regime that substitutes the judgment of bureaucrats for consumer decisions, Dodd-Frank has raised prices and cut off access to mortgages, credit cards, and bank accounts, harming millions of American families that use credit to improve their lives and depressing economic growth.
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• By stripping consumers of mainstream financial products such as mortgages, credit cards, and bank accounts, Dodd-Frank has driven the most vulnerable Americans into the arms of check cashers, pawn shops, and payday lenders, increasing their reliance on those products for which sharp practices are most feared.
• The crushing regulatory compliance cost burden and destruction of community banks' traditional relationship lending model has accelerated consolidation of the retail banking system, making big banks even bigger and further eliminating competition and choices for consumers.
• The CFPB has launched a massive data-mining program that collects data on hundreds of millions of consumer credit cards, mortgages, bank accounts, and other products, an appetite for consumer information that far exceeds any reasonable regulatory purpose. Not only do these data-mining operations impose costs on banks and their customers, the operations' scale creates unprecedented threats to privacy and risks to personal information security.
• Because many small, independent, kitchen-table businesses use products such as personal credit cards, home equity loans, and auto title loans in financing their businesses, the CFPB's powers reach into all of these small businesses as well.
Little wonder then for the first time in American history more businesses are being destroyed than new businesses being started. 5 It is estimated that during that period, consumer access to free checking accounts increased from under 10 percent of all bank accounts to 76 percent. In the years since Dodd-Frank, however, the number has collapsed to half of that amount-38 percent, as shown in figure 1. Most troubling, however, is that low-income and other vulnerable populations have been most adversely impacted by Dodd-Frank's destruction of access to free checking: according to the FDIC, the number of unbanked consumers increased by 1 million between 2009 and 2011 and the number of underbanked consumers increased still faster. 8 Sadly, Dodd-Frank has put bank accounts-once the first rung on the ladder of financial inclusion-out of the reach of millions of young and lower-income Americans, forcing them to rely on alternative financial services such as check cashers and pawn shops.
To strip the most vulnerable Americans of access to bank accounts in order to line the pockets of the shareholders of big box retailers is simply unconscionable.
Credit Cards: Consumers have also suffered a loss of access to credit cards in the postcrisis era, not only because of Dodd-Frank but also the impact of the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act-and once again, low-income consumers have suffered the most. According to the CFPB's own estimates, the period between July 2008 and December 2012 saw the closure of 275 million credit card accounts and elimination of $1.7 trillion in credit card line of credit. 9 Overall, the CFPB found a significant decline in the percentage of households that had cards, from 76 percent to 71 percent. But even this figure understates the disproportionate impact on low-income consumers. According to Federal Reserve Board economists Glenn Canner and Gregory Elliehausen, the percentage of households in the lowest quintile of credit scores with credit cards fell from 65 percent in 2008 to 54 percent in 2010. 10 Loss of access to credit cards has forced those consumers into great reliance on higher-cost products such as payday loans and overdraft protection.
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Mortgages: The CFPB's "qualified mortgage" (QM) and "ability to repay" rules have dramatically slowed the recovery of the housing market, and fears of government liability have caused even large lenders to lend cautiously, especially to riskier borrowers. As Janet Yellen has noted, "banks, at this point, are reluctant to lend to borrowers with lower FICO [credit] scores."
12 Despite the heavy regulatory burden imposed by the CFPB's mortgage rules, however, the rules are silent with respect to one of the most important risk factors for mortgage foreclosures-the reduction or elimination of minimum down payment requirements. 13 Nor do the rules address state antideficiency laws or cash-out refinancing by homeowners, both of which have been shown to have materially contributed to the foreclosure crisis.
14 Peter Wallison, former general counsel of the Department of the Treasury, estimated that had the QM rules applied in the period leading up the financial crisis, the default rate on QM-conforming mortgages would have still been 23 percent. 15 The end result is a dramatic increase in the regulatory cost and liability risk of mortgage lending, while doing little to reduce financial instability. -14) . 12 For example, Janet Yellen, chair of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, has stated, "Banks, at this point, are reluctant to lend to borrowers with lower FICO [credit] scores. They mention in meetings with us consistently their concerns about put-back risk, and I think they are-it is difficult for any homeowner who doesn't have pristine credit these days to get a mortgage. I think that is one of the factors that is causing the housing recovery to be slow. And of course, you know, there were a lot of practices in connection with mortgage lending that really needed to be changed, we don't want to go back to those days, but it is important to clarify-for us to work to clarify the rules around mortgage lending to create an environment of greater certainty for lenders to be willing to extend mortgage credit. 16 Sixty-four percent of small banks reported that they were making changes to their mortgage offerings because of Dodd-Frank and 15 percent said that they had either exited or were considering exiting residential mortgage markets entirely. Nearly 60 percent of small banks reported that the CFPB or the qualified mortgage rule had a "significant negative impact" on their mortgage operations. Nearly 60 percent said that the CFPB has had a significant negative effect on bank earnings and more than 60 percent said that changes in mortgage regulations had had a significant negative effect on bank earnings.
Moreover, by imposing a one-size-fits-all mechanical underwriting system for mortgages, the QM rule has deprived community banks of their one competitive advantage against megabanks: their intimate familiarity with their customers and their ability to engage in relationship lending with their customers.
According to a study by researchers at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government, community banks are shrinking at twice the rate since Dodd-Frank's enactment than before, while larger banks have grown in size.
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Data Mining: Perhaps the most egregious example of the CFPB's bureaucratic hubrisand subordination of the interests of American consumers to its own narrow bureaucratic agenda-is the agency's extraordinary data mining program of American families' financial accounts. Currently, the CFPB collects and monitors information for some 600 million American credit card accounts, "22 million mortgages, 5.5 million student loans, two million bank accounts with overdraft fees, and hundreds of thousands of auto sales, credit scores, and deposit advance loans."
18 Yet even this vacuuming up of our financial information isn't enough. The CFPB wants to enlarge its portfolio to 95 percent of all credit card accounts-almost 1 billion accounts in total.
Is it necessary for the CFPB to snoop so deeply into our bank accounts and credit card statements in order to further its regulatory agenda? Of course not. In fact, George Mason University economist Thomas Stratman has estimated that the number of credit card accounts for which the CFPB wants to collect consumer information is some 70,000 times greater than is necessary for the agency to execute its regulatory mission.
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But the costs of CFPB's demand for information do not fall solely on the banks that must provide it. While the CFPB claims that this data is anonymous, every bit of information 16 increases the risk to consumers of identity theft and other misuse of their information. In fact, testifying before this committee last year, CFPB director Richard Cordray admitted that the information the CFPB collects is not 100 percent secure and could be hacked. 20 Moreover, according to a recent article in Science, using only three months of anonymous credit card data, the researchers were able to reidentify 90 percent of individuals, with women being more readily reidentifiable than men. 21 While the unnecessary acquisition and retention of troves of Americans' information is troubling enough in itself, it is especially worrisome in light of repeated rebukes of the CFPB's faulty data security systems. 22 Following massive data security breaches and compromising of personal information by the Internal Revenue Service and Office of Personnel Management, it is inexplicable that the CFPB continues to insist on vacuuming up excessive amounts of consumer data without considering the privacy threat to consumers.
Bureaucratic Overreach: Finally, despite Dodd-Frank's broad grant of authority to the CFPB to regulate every consumer credit product in America, even that broad reach has proven insufficiently expansive for the agency. For example, Dodd-Frank expressly prohibits the CFPB from regulating loans made by auto dealers-yet through the rubric of enforcing fair-lending laws the CFPB has essentially deputized banks and other indirect auto lenders as de facto arms of the federal government. Moreover, recognizing that the information necessary to implement such a scheme simply does not exist, the CFPB has instead turned to a scientifically dubious methodology (Bayesian Improved Surname Geocoding) to try to impute the alleged race of each loan applicant. 23 The CFPB has also given itself authority to regulate third-party sellers of cell phone apps 24 and for-profit colleges, and it has even required a land developer to improve the condition of the roads in a housing development.
Scholars of the regulatory process have long understood that agency imperialism is a predictable tendency of bureaucracies, as they seek to enlarge their power and influence over policy. Given the absence of meaningful internal or external institutional controls on the CFPB, it is hardly surprising that the CFPB has aggressively sought to expand its reach into all of these areas, from telecommunications services to the provision of higher education.
Looking back on the last five years, it is disappointing that Dodd-Frank squandered the historic opportunity presented by the financial crisis to create a modern and coherent consumer protection regime-one that would not only protect consumers from sharp practices but promote competition, innovation, and consumer choice. Even worse, DoddFrank imposed a regime that instead has led to higher prices, less innovation, and less choice in consumer credit products, while doing little to improve consumer protection. By taking away preferred choices for consumers, such as mortgages, bank accounts, and credit cards, Dodd-Frank and other laws have increased consumer dependence on less preferred products like payday loans, pawn shops, and check cashers. Most tragic of all, low-income and younger consumers-who already had the fewest choices-are those who have suffered the most from Dodd-Frank's regulatory onslaught.
Thank you.
